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Language under the microscope

Learner Resource 4 Lexis/semantics 

Sample response A
The opening of the story contains lexis (“build”, “wolf”, “house”) that is mainly monosyllabic, reflecting the age of the 
target audience. In terms of semantics, there is a contrast between the three little pigs, who clearly need protecting, 
and the wolf, who provides the element of danger. There is no imagery in the story, presumably because it is aimed at 
a young audience.

Sample response B
The story’s lexical field is basic and relates to the story very directly (“wolf”, “house”, “pigs”), as would be expected. 
Because the audience is so young, the emphasis is on building on their knowledge of core lexis; hence there is 
repetition of the adjective “little” rather than synonyms/variety. In terms of semantics there is the establishment of the 
characters who need protecting, and the character they need protecting from. This establishes a contrast that could 
be developed further, potentially, as the story progresses.

Sample response C
The lexis is denotative, as the audience is not old enough to appreciate sophistication or ambiguity. This is a world 
of good vs evil; there is nothing in between. Most of the lexis is monosyllabic; the words that are disyllabic (“mother”, 
“little”) are very simple, and the child reader is likely to be familiar with them already.

In her final utterance the mother uses the dynamic verb “catch”; this turns out to be a euphemism for “eat”. Presumably 
the child-reader of 1965 was seen as needing protection from the “reality” of the situation.

Essentially the story deals with the symbolic leaving of the family home. It represents growing up and leaving home as 
a dangerous rite of passage. The mother pig casts her sons out, on the grounds that they are now adult (“You are too 
big to live here any longer”); the implied message is that home equals safety and that the world is full of dangerous 
predators – a message still given to children today. The mother offers her sons independence – in fact she insists on 
it (“You must go and build houses for yourselves”), but in her final warning, “…take care that the wolf does not catch 
you”, she is also demonstrating a reluctance to let go of her parental role completely.


